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Outgoing Director’s Message:

The position of Newsletter Editor is currently an open spot
within the Division. If you have been considering how you
might contribute you may find this to be your métier. The work
load is not onerous, we have a cadre of stringers who routinely
contribute copy and a set piece editorial theme for the Summer

It has been personally
rewarding

and

such

a

privilege to serve the Analysis
Division these past two years
as Director. So many capable

and Winter editions. Step up, serve your profession and help
the AD shape the message to our members. Contact Don
Nettles to express your interest, he will be most pleased to
hear from you.

anchor positions because they give so much of their time for

Analysis Division Executive Committee:

our benefit. This would be; the Conference Chairs, Technical

Director (2013-2014) – Don Nettles
Director Elect (2015-2016) – Tracy Dye
Past Director (2011-2012) – Randy Hauer

people to thank and I wish to
single out those who fill the

Chair, Paper Review Chair, Education Chair, and Web Master.
They bring with them all the best qualities of an analyzer
professional; low on ego, high on intellect, problem solvers,

Facilitator – Dave Lewko

brilliant communicators, a sense of wonder, sense of humor,

Education and Training Chair – Manny Alvarez

can-do and always on time.

Publications Chair – Paul Barnard

experience and I thank you all.

It has been a most exciting

Membership Chair – Bill Johnson
Newsletter Editor – Vacant

Before leaving the topic of Thank You and my last address

Honors and Awards Chair – Jerry Clemons

to the membership I must add this. In January 2011 the most

Standards and Practices – Bac Vu

pressing order of business was to establish a Web presence of

WebMaster – Phil Harris

our own and we immediately formed a committee. It seemed

Co-WebMaster – Mike Singletary

the natural thing to lean on a friend for Web Master and it will

be three lifetimes before I can repay that friend the favor of his

of online process analysis in our industries. Our organization is

service in this regard. We have a dynamic web site that comes

a close knit community of end-users, equipment suppliers,

up #1 on a Google Search to tell the world why we exist and

system integrators, engineering firms and educators all

what it is we do in April each year, We present the premier

focused on implementation of online analysis for meeting

event for On-Line Process Analytics; The AD Symposium. In

regulatory requirements, monitoring and optimizing production

2012 the AD Symposium drew attendance from 16 countries

processes.

with web traffic from the world over. The word is out and the
future is bright.

In 2013 we will convene the 58th Analysis Division
Symposium in Galveston, Texas and I hope you plan to attend.

It is most comforting every two years to see stewardship of

The longevity of this program is a testament to both the

our Analysis Division placed into the next pair of capable

foundational design and value of the symposium AND the

hands. Don Nettles takes up his term as Director for 2013-

participation

2014 assisted by Tracy Dye preparing for his 2015-2016 term.

approximately

By July they will have selected the Director elect-elect for the

presented by our participants, which then become part of the

2017-2018 term and on it goes. Add to this the long line of

technical information available to our membership. The vendor

past directors who are active in leadership positions. A quick

exhibit continues to grow as the number of suppliers increase.

head shows eight past directors who serve the AD in a senior

This combination of highly technical presentations and the

capacity.

Every one of them has carved out a role for

opportunity to interact with supplier experts results in a

themselves so the wheel can continue to spin. I hope to add to

comprehensive and concentrated analysis forum. In addition,

the inertia and will take up station as Marketing Chair, the

fundamentals and advanced analyzer training courses as well

"head cheerleader". It feels good already.

as vendor specific courses are offered as part of the meeting.

of

highly
30

qualified

peer-reviewed

volunteers.

Each

year

technical

papers

are

As one might conclude, the success of the meeting is a result
Give the Analysis Division your full support. Put more into
your profession than you take out. Enjoy the fellowship of this
body of good people for all it is.

of a great deal of effort invested by our meeting volunteers,
ISA Headquarters personnel and numerous suppliers. It is truly
an extensive collaborative effort. It is quite obvious that the AD

Randy Hauer
Director ISA Analysis Division (2011-2012)
E-Mail: randy.hauer@ametek.com

Symposium

creates

a

multitude

of

opportunities

for

Introduction Message from the 2013-2014

and exhibitors. However, volunteer support extends beyond

participating in many capacities, including meeting planners,
session presenters and developers, training course instructors,

the annual symposium, as there are technical interest groups,

Director:

newsletters, web sites, subcommittees and special projects

It is my privilege to serve as Analysis Division director for

which are part of AD. As most of us have learned through our

the next two years and I look

own experiences, the real value gleaned from any organization

forward to working with long time

is correlated to our participation level. ‘Thank you’ to all past

friends

new

participants who are continually involved, and to those who

friendships. I am convinced AD is

have not yet had the opportunity to participate but will in the

the

future. We exist because of your passion and hard work.

and

establishing

premier

organization

for

process analyzer professionals.

The symposium is a foundation block of AD and will

an

continue to receive my full support during the next two years.

environment where we can share

In addition, I plan to promote the Standards, Education and

and build competency in support

Membership programs.

As

such,

it

provides
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Standards are an attribute and key product of the

members, and this creates a disconnect in our knowledge

International Society of Automation as well as a core

sharing. We must convince those individuals of the value of

competency of the AD. We will continue to work, through

being a part of our division and be creative in providing an

subcommittees, with domestic and international organizations

interaction mechanism whereby they can participate even

in developing and promoting industry standards for our

under travel and meeting constraints. Last but definitely not

discipline. The AD community represents a vast knowledge

least, we must increase our efforts in attracting college and

base of field proven process analyzer systems, implementation

university students, as well as young engineers to participate in

practices and operational procedures. We are leaders in

our programs. We must capitalize on their energy, creativity

setting standards.

and skills to enhance our division now and, more importantly,
to encourage them to become part of AD long term with the

We will continue to work with our Education Chair to build

vision of becoming future leaders.

upon the “Fundamentals of Process Analysis” course for
people entering the profession or who work in related fields,

Again, thank you all for being part of AD! I’ve purposely

providing them a basic understanding of our discipline. Our

avoided mentioning names throughout this message as the list

curriculum of advanced process analyzer courses will be

is quite overwhelming. However, I must give special thanks to

increased

among

our outgoing Director and now Marketing Chair, Randy Hauer,

experienced engineers. Education gaps will be identified and

for his outstanding leadership and energy and to Tracy Dye,

plans developed to address these. One course proposed by

Director Elect, who has agreed to partner with me.

to

maintain

and

build

competency

the Education Chair is designed for instrument engineers at
Engineering Procurement Contractors who specify and select
process analyzers.

Don Nettles
Director ISA Analysis Division (2013-2014)
E-Mail: dnettles@chevron.com

Membership is often a precursor to participation, not
because of legalistic requirement, but because of ownership. If
one deems membership as important, there is a higher
probability of involvement; therefore, growing the membership
base is a critical function for sustaining AD in the future. There
are three areas of focus with regard to membership growth: 1)
the international community, 2) those in the domestic analyzer
community who are currently not engaged, and perhaps the
most important, 3) the next generation of our students and
young engineers. AD is a global society which can be proven
by the number of international attendees at our symposia and
the AD membership roster. However, there are many
international

engineers

involved

in

an

ever

increasing

installation base of process analyzers in global locations who
are currently not connected with us. Being in such a highly
communication connected world; we must locate, invite and
prove our value to those who have yet to join. There are
analyzer personnel in domestic companies who are not
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Webmaster’s Message:
The ISA Analysis Division website has proven to be a valuable method to communicate to our
membership. You can see we slow down in the summer months, but this summer was twice as active
as last summer. Almost 1800 hits this October as compared to < 500 in October 2011. We expect the
peak traffic in April to exceed the 5000+ hits from last year when we post the schedule of papers as
people have now come to expect. In the next year, we will continue to improve and build on the firm
base we have established and add additional information such as technical papers from past
conferences, power point presentations, etc.
Keep visiting at http://www.adsymposium.org regularly as you never know when the latest update has been done!

...And International coverage remains strong

We have also established ourselves as a significant presence on LinkedIn, where the Analysis Division group has over 600
members. Join us now by clicking here http://www.linkedin.com/groups?gid=4152367&trk=myg_ugrp_ovr
Phil Harris BSc MSc, Webmaster
Manager, Applications Engineering
AMETEK Western Research
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AD-2013 Galveston:
Technical Program: We have a full slate of papers and in fact were oversubscribed by the time the call for papers deadline
had expired. Our Program Chair Mike Chaney is working with the schedule to accommodate all 32 papers. There are a variety of
topics and we are very pleased to announce we have a full session of three papers this year from the process analytical graduate
program at the University of Southern Mississippi. The schedule of papers and abstracts will be up on the web site by mid
January.

Book Launch for "Industrial Sampling Systems" by Tony Waters: In Anaheim AD-2012 Tony Waters conducted the
Sunday course, "Advanced Training for Analyzer Sample Systems". During his introduction at the general session an invitation
was made to launch his upcoming book "Industrial Sampling Systems" at AD-2013. Tony admitted, after 4 years of writing and
editing there was still work to be done to complete the book in time. Tony has just advised he has finished up, it is going to print
and pleased to accept our invitation to AD-2013. The book will be available for sale and Tony will be on hand to sign copies. The
Analysis Division is honored to be the venue for the introduction of this long awaited tome on a subject fundamental to our
profession.

Spouses Program: Our co-chairs for the spouses program are Tommie Merriman and Beth Nettles. Here is a short list of
what they are working on for "some fun on the bay"
Galveston is a very historical city and offers many opportunities to explore the history and development of the seaport city. A
schedule will be available prior to AD’2013 and the possibilities include:
1. The Sculpture Tour – Hurricane Ike destroyed many of the 100+ year old oak trees in Galveston. Whimsical tree sculptures
breathe life into the remnants of the majestic oaks that once lined many neighborhood streets and shaded homes.
2. Great Birding – April is a great time to experience the spring migration of birds through Galveston.
3. Shopping – For antique lovers there is a great selection of shops from Market Street to the historic downtown Strand Seaport
District. Modern retailers can be found on Seawall Boulevard and at the Tanger Outlet Mall nearby.
4. The Grand Opera House – Built in 1894, The Grand is one of the few remaining theaters of its era in Texas and is listed in the
National Register of Historic Places. As further recognition of its importance to the citizens of Texas, in 1993 the 73rd Texas
Legislature proclaimed The Grand "The Official Opera House of Texas."
5. Historic Home Tours – Explore the architecture and lives of founders of Galveston. Sites include the Moody Mansion and the
Bishop’s Palace.
6. Galveston Pleasure Pier – A recent addition to the enjoyment of visitors with amusement rides, dining, and more.
7. Moody Gardens Aquarium – View aquatic life in a casual and informative manner. Also as part of the complex is an Imax
Theater and a rain forest for touring.

Vendor Forum: Shana Kiser is our Vendor Chair for AD-2013, Shana also held the vendor chair at AD-2011 and she is fully
organized. We have space for 72 vendors this year and we expect to open up the registration by the third week of January. The
registration will be through the web site (vs fax as in past years) and this should improve the confirmation process. When Shana
served as 2011 Vendor Chair it was our first year with an open forum and we learned a great deal. Shana was also at AD-2012 in
Anaheim, took notes on the improvements and will be expanding on that. The instructions to the vendors have been refined so we
can present a very consistent look for all vendor companies, big and small. The rules on standard signage, flat panel displays (vs
"pop-ups") have been well thought out so please make sure you study the requirements carefully before committing to the space.
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Honors & Awards:
AD Member of the Year: If you have logged into the web site since June you will have read
the news...Sandra Krauthamer is our “2012 Member of the Year" This award is conferred upon
the person who has contributed the most to our professional body in the preceding year. Sandra
was our Conference Chair for the 57th Symposium in Anaheim and the result was a critical
success by all measures; an outstanding technical program, record vendor participation, a new
education component in the form of hands on training for technicians and a very significant
financial contribution to ISA in net proceeds. Conference Chair is by far the most intensive
assignment in any AD calendar year and Sandra earned this honor twice over.

ISA Automation Week (Orlando):
It was a bountiful evening for the Analysis Division. The Analysis Division was presented the award for Division Excellence and
two of our own were recognized for individual excellence:
Bob Farmer, Siemens Industry Inc (Bartlesville OK)
Excellence in Individual Technical Innovation
Endowed by UOP
Recognizes individuals who have played a critical role in the conception, design, and
implementation of an innovative product, process or service.
Bob's award citation read "For development of a unique & reliable communication
method for Process Analyzers"
(Left to Right: Crawford Ward, UOP General Manager; Bob Farmer; Bob Lindeman, ISA
President)

Phil Harris, Haritec (Whiteshell Technology) and AMETEK Process Instruments
Excellence in Analytical Technical Innovation
Endowed by the ISA Analysis Division
Recognizes an individual who has played a critical role in the conception, design, and
implementation of an innovative product, process, or service in the analytical technology field.
Phil's citation read "For developments in ultra violet spectroscopy that have advanced both process
and emissions monitoring capabilities"

Analysis Division
Division Excellence
Recognizes an ISA Division for development and/or execution of programs and services to
advance the mission of the Society.
The citation read "For the deployment of innovative ideas and technologies in the operation
of the Analysis Division Symposium and significantly exceeding financial expectations"
(Bob Lindeman, ISA President and Randy Hauer Analysis Division Director)
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Good Causes and an Innovative Product
Our supporting sponsors: Before you turn the page, it is worthwhile to know
why the AD solicits supporting sponsors, why the vendors contribute so generously.
The Analysis Division funds some very deserving causes. In each issue we like to
describe what we do with a portion of the proceeds.
We have expanded our web site services to make it easier for Phil and Mike to do
the mail shots and improve on communications to our Linked-In community.
We have long talked of adding a student component to the Symposium, but for the
students to travel entails expenses. We were in a position to offer a travel stipend to
the grad students in the Process Analytical Program at the University of Southern
Mississippi so they in turn could commit to three papers for AD-2013. We made the
offer and the grad students have submitted the abstracts. This is a very good cause
as it is the future of our profession
The AD solicits vendors who have participated in the AD Technical Pavilion, who
have already shown their generosity by underwriting the food and hospitality at the
Symposium and ask if they want to support worthy causes we deem important. We
know there is keen competition for each and every marketing dollar and they choose to
set aside a small sum for the AD, to have their company mentioned here and be
known for their generosity. We thank them.

A Special Thank You to Johnny Austin at AMETEK who kindly stepped in to format the Newsletter for us.
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We hope you enjoyed this issue
of the ISA AD Newsletter.
Look for the next issue coming
Summer 2013.
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